The multivariate adaptive design for efficient estimation of the time course of perceptual adaptation.
In experiments on behavioral adaptation, hundreds or even thousands of trials per subject are often required in order to accurately recover the many psychometric functions that characterize adaptation's time course. More efficient methods for measuring perceptual changes over time would be beneficial to such efforts. In this article, we propose two methods to adaptively select the optimal stimuli sequentially in an experiment on adaptation: These are the minimum entropy (ME) method and the match probability (MP) method. The ME method minimizes the uncertainty about the joint posterior distribution of the function parameters at each trial and is mathematically equivalent to Zhao, Lesmes, and Lu's (2019) method, which efficiently measures time courses of perceptual change by maximizing information gain. The MP method selects the next stimulus that makes the value of the psychometric function closest to .5-that is, where the probability of choosing either one of the two options for each stimulus is closest to .5. We extended Zhao et al.'s (2019) work by evaluating the ME method in a new domain (contrast adaptation) with two simulation studies that compared it to MP and two other methods (i.e., traditional staircase and random methods), and also explored the optimal block length. ME outperformed the other three methods in general, and using fewer longer blocks generally produced better parameter recovery than using more shorter blocks.